The paper illustrates a search strategy for continuous speech recognition based on the recently developed Fast Segmental Viterbi Algorithm (FSVA) [5] , a new search strategy particularly effective for very large vocabulary word recognition. The FSVA search has been extended to deal with continuous speech using a network that merges a general lexical tree and a set of bigram subtrees generated on demand during the search. Results are given for a 751-words speaker independent spontaneous speech recognizer of a railway timetable inquiry application, managed by a dialog system. Preliminary tests have been performed on the Wall Street Journal 5K words 1992 evaluation set.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that a tree organization of the lexicon reduces both memory costs and search efforts because it makes many words share their initial units [4] . FSVA is a time synchronous left-to-right beam search Viterbi algorithm searching a lexical tree of subword units and developing time-dependent phonetic hypotheses. This latter feature is particularly suited for very large vocabulary recognition because it allows the likelihood of the previously computed units to be exploited. It is also effective for continuous speech systems using long span language models (LM) because these systems develop and keep separate many word theories which expand the same word (the same units) in different contexts. Moreover, to reduce to a minimum the unit activation times that are likely to be incorrect, the FSVA algorithm explicitly takes into account the boundaries b e tween units associated to the lexical tree arcs.
In [5] we have shown that Ht(%), the log probability of the sequence of lexical tree arcs that generated the observation sequence 01.. . %, with as last arc of the sequence, can be computed recursively using a time synchronous algorithm that develops a trellis of unit nodes rather than of state nodes. This technique, tested with a vocabulary of around 190K directory entries, achieved the same results obtained with Viterbi algorithm, with a 35% speedup. It is straightforward to perform the FSVA search for continuous speech with a unigram LM because a word terminal node reactivates the lexical tree from its root after adding the unigram LM probability to the score of a partial theory . This approach cannot be extended to bigram language models because a word pair is not known until a partial theory has reached a terminal node of the tree, where the identity of the second word is stored. Several solutions have been proposed to solve this problem that can be summarized into three categories: duplication of the lexical tree associated with a careful dynamic expansion of the search space [4, 81, use of a network that includes both a tree and a linear structure 171, offline generation of a static tree-based network that includes both the lexical tree and an interpolated bigram language model [l, 21. The network solution merges a general Iezicd tree and the set of bigram wbtrees. The static structure of the bigram subtrees offers the attractive properties of the tree organization, it allows to keep separate theories that differ for the last word and to reduce the delay of application of the LM probabilities. Moreover, since it is straightforward to associate a trellis node with a network node, accessing the successor nodes and $heir related information is direct, and prunhg inactive tmllis nodes is immediate. Although the number of the network nodes can be optimized [2] , this structure is still rather demanding in terms of storage requirements for a very large vocabulary, especially if cross-word context-dependent units are used. In this work we propose, therefore, t o build on demand the bigram subtrees of the words hypothesized during the search.
TREE REPRESENTATION
Since the identity of a word is available only when the decoding process reaches a leaf node of a lexical tree, the application of the LM probabilities will be delayed. To reduce this delay, the probabilities can be distributed among the tree nodes by assigning to a node / J \ Figure 1 : Log probability distribution in a tree the maximum LM probability of all words sharing that node [8, 11. The distribution of the probabilities can be effectively carried out during the generation of a new branch of a tree, assuring that the set of words to be included in the tree are provided in decreasing order of (log) probability.
A tree is grown assigning to its root node the maximum probability of the words in the set and then considering the phonetic transcriptions of words one at a time. Let's consider a transcription with associated log probability L, and let d be the current log probability to be distributed. The growth of a new branch is performed according to the following steps:
while the current phonetic unit matches the cur--traverse the tree looking up the current phonetic unit and subtract the node log probability to d; create a new tree node, and set its distributed log probability to d; tributed log probability of zero. rent tree node identity create the remaining nodes with associated disAn example of log Probability distribution, borrowed by [l], but performed according to our algorithm, is shown in Fig. 1 for a tree including words x, y, z. Notice that a set of words corresponds to a subtree, and that its leftmost branch always represents the word with maximum probability. and the probability A(=) of words never occurred in the context of x according to:
The solution proposed in [l] to represent an interpolated language model is a network that merges a general lezicul tree and a set of bigrum subtrees. The network connects a bigram subtree for each word x. The subtree of x includes only the set of its successors appeared in the LM training corpus.
It is worth noting that trees with distributed probabilities have many nodes with associated zero log probability. In particular, the units of a word that are not shared by other words within the tree (word tails) are represented by a linear sequence of nodes: all these nodes, possibly excluding the first one, are zero log probability nodes (see Fig. 1 ). This property can be exploited to reduce the size of the network. In our first approach, the nodes of a word tail of the general Zezicu2 tree are shared with the related nodes of every bigram subtree in which the word appears. Sharing is shown by dashed arcs leadiig to a "recombination node" in Fig. 2 , while dotted arcs in Fig. 2 suggest that, if word y has been hypothesized, the tree of the successors of y and the general lexical tree are reactivated accounting for the interpolation log probability X(y). The use of the recombination node allows not only to reduce the size of the networks, but also to effectively perform at the same time both the Viterbi optimiiation and the LM probability interpolation. Notice that the size of the bigram subtrees is generally small, even for very large vocabularies: for example, the average number of successor words in the 17118 baseline bigrams (bcb20cnp) of the Wall Street Journal is 72.2. If the 5 K vocabulary words are transcribed using a set of 1678 context-dependent units, the average size of the bigram subtrees is 1540 nodes (the largest one has 15958 nodes). The size of a complete network statically built using this approach is 7.683.511 nodes which is about 80% the size of a network which does not share the lexical tree tails.
DYNAMIC TREE GENERATION
Unfortunately, although the number of the network nodes can be further reduced [2], a static structure is still rather demanding in terms of storage requirements for a very large vocabulary due to the large number of different bigrams occurring in a corpus, and to the distribution of the LM probabilities among the network nodes. To face this disadvantage, we dynamically build a network that includes onlv the bimam subtrees of the words hypothesized duringthe s&ch. Since the number of the decoded words is controlled by the beam search 8nd histogram pruning thesholds, a small fiattion of the total network is generated for each sentence.
LM REPRESENTATION
To account for bigram events never observed in the tr-ng 'Orpus an can be estimated using a discounted relative frequency f(ylx) language .....,.......... Notice that, since the trees are constructed on demand, their structures must be relocatable. To suit this requirement, in our tree data structure each pointer to a node is recorded as an offset with respect to the current node. To speed up the generation of a bigram subtree, and to allow the probability distribution to be carried out during the generation of a new branch of the s u b tree, the following operations are performed off-line:
0 the set of successors of a word are ordered by 0 the recombination nodes in the lexical tree are decreasing probability;
identified and marked; 0 the "updated transcription" of each vocabulary word is obtkined eliminating the units belonging to the word tail and replacing them with a single pointer to the word recombination node in the lexical tree.
The decoding algorithm is simply modified to identify and expand arcs leading to recombination nodes. At startup, the lexical tree and the start-of-sentence s u b tree are loaded along with the updated transcriptions of each word. During the search, when a new word is hypothesised, its bigram subtree is built using the u p dated transcriptions of its successor words and the tree generation algorithm described in Section 2.
The generation of 1000 subtrees with an average of 1540 nodes takes less than 0.5 sec CPU time on a Digital ALPHA DecStation. For a large vocabulary, therefore, the overhead for dynamically constructing the subtrees is small with respect to the decoding complexity. Since in our 751 word application, the average size of the bigram subtrees is 8.2, the overhead for their generation is absolutely negligible.
In a second approach similar to [2] a dummy "linear tree" including the linear transcription of each word is off-line built. Since the tails of a given word appear both in the lexical tree and in many subtrees, they share their common nodes having zero log probability with the corresponding nodes of the linear tree. The algorithm for generating shared tail trees makes use of a counter associated to each node which stores the number of words sharing that node, and follows these steps:
0 A temporary distributed probability subtree is built as described in Section 2. During the tree traversal for the generation of a new branch the counter associated to each visited node is incremented.
0 The final subtree is constructed visiting, by means of an inorder recursion, the temporary tree and replacing a node having a count equal to 1 and log probability equal to 0 (this condition identifies the beginning of the tail of a word) with a pointer to the appropriate node of the linear tree.
The decoding algorithm for this shared tail network loads, at startup, the linear tree along with the general lexical tree and the start-of-sentence subtse (generated off-line). Then, the bigram subtrees of a word are grown on demand using the shared tails algorithm.
A slightly greater overhead for subtree generation is experienced with this approach, but a complete network with shared tails includes 2.611.097 nodes only.
RESULTS
In the following we report some results of the evaluation of the FSVA search on a speaker independent spontaneous speech recognieer for a railway timetable Since in the first experiments we experimented a 25% speedup using the FSVA with respect to the Viterbi algorithm, corresponding to the reported 40% reduction of the expanded trellis nodes, successive experiments were carried out using the FSVA.
The results with the trigram LM are obtained performing the bigram constrained FSVA decoding in a fkst pass and generating a word graph [7] . The word graph is used as a grammar that constrains the search space of a second pass search that performs a word pair approximated trigram acoustic decoding using, in our case, again the same acoustic models. The decoding time for the graph constrained second pass is 1 sec per sentence on the average. As far as the WSJ is concerned, preliminary results using continuous density HMM models of a total number of 1678 units (biphones and triphones) trained without any tying, and not including function words or gender dependent models, give 89% word accuracy using an interpolated bigram language model. With the thresholds needed for obtaining this result, the average number of hypothesized words (and created bigram subtrees) per sentence is 358. Using our first approach for generating the trees, the average number of created nodes per sentence is 1.408.560 rather than 7.6 million, while an average of 4013 unit nodes per frame are expanded with an average decoding time of 76.1 sec.
CONCLUSIONS
We described a search strategy for decoding large vocabulary continuous speech relying upon a time synchronous left-to-right beam search Viterbi algorithm searching a dynamically generated tree-based network of subword units and developing time-dependent phonetic hypotheses. Further experiments are in progress to evaluate a new set of transition units that can be easily integrated in the network to take into account cross-word coarticulation [6] .
